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Original Plague in Egypt
Result
Blood
Waters turn to Blood
Fish die
River stink
Egyptians will loathe the water
7 Days

Frogs
Rivers will bring forth frogs
Frogs will be in house, bedchambers, bed
Effected the servants, people
Frogs in ovens, kneading troughs (dough rises)
Finally, frogs are only in the river
Those outside the river died
These caused the land to stink
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Lice
1. Dust became lice
2. Affected man and beast
No
3. There is no mention that God eradicated the lice
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Swarms of Beast
Swarms of Beast
Affected those not residing in Goshen
Destroyed houses and grounds
God removed the swarms completely

1.
16:2

Plague Prior to Second Coming
Result
Covering for Sin
7000 years blood covered the earth
All people experienced spiritual death
Without the substitutionary sacrifice will remain
dead
Life on earth stunk and only got worse
People loathed the ways of God
Until they loathed sin they would suffer
People tried to find salvation from other than God
Curse Went Into Ground
Over last 6000 years:
• Increase in diseases
• Increasingly harder to eradicate
• Diseases are more resilient and resistant to
vaccines, remedies
Increase in noise in the environment
• Increase in sensory overload
• People are less sensitive to the spirit
Food supply has become less healthy
• More diseases and allergies can be traced to
the food supply
• People are becoming unhealthy because of
what they eat
Penalty for Sin
Over last 6000 years, increase in sin world wide
Chemicals, natural resource have been on a
decline
Spread is prevented by sanctification
Against the Mark
Harmful grievous sores.
• Greek indicates it is restless evil and sores on
the people
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Original Plague in Egypt
Result
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Pestilence Upon Domesticated Animals
1. Grievous pestilence upon the cattle, horses,
asses, camels, oxen, sheep
2. Resulted in death of the flocks
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Boils (Leprosy)
1. Ashes from furnace become dust
2. Boils break forth with blains, possibly ulcer or
leprosy inflammatory pustule as eruption
3. Upon man and beast
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Plague Prior to Second Coming
Result
Plague will be inflicted on those that served and
worshiped the beast
People on earth will see the degraded character of
these people and the resulting evil.
Many will realize that those who inflicted the evil
did not have the people’s best interests at heart.
It will become apparent how those in leadership
used people to serve their own desires.
The leadership of the system will start to fall
apart.
Its power base, control of the people, will start
to erode.
This will result in untempered restlessness in
nonbelievers that will worsen the effects of this
plague.
Against the Soul
Sea became as blood of dead men
Every living soul died in the sea
This is not a literal death, it is death of the soul.
People are slowly being cut off from their life
source, Babylon is starting to die.
People are losing hope, meaning and direction for
their lives.
People will start to live a hopeless existence,
because the system they trusted in is falling apart.
Separation from God
The rivers and fountains of waters became blood.
Basically the spirit is inhibited
People will become more aware what existence is
like without God.
Plague is because people refuse to obey God’s
word. It results from their own sin of a life outside
of the spirit.
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Hail
1. Thunder and Hail
2. Any beast in the field
3. Fire ran along the ground
4. Herbs and trees were destroyed
Other Cross-References: Isaiah 28:17, Revelation
11:19, Revelation 16:21
Locust
1. Locust cover the land
2 Land was darkened, no one could see the land
3. Eat residue from hail
4. All herbs, greens and fruit of trees were eaten
5. Filled Pharaoh’s and servant’s houses with
locust
Darkness
1. Darkness for three days
2. Egyptians could not see one another
3. They did not leave their homes
4. As a result, they were isolated from one another
Death of the First Born
1. First born of Pharaoh, servants, beast
2. All sin must be paid for
3. There is no life after Pharaoh
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Plague Prior to Second Coming
Result

Revelation
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Penalty for Sin
On the sun
Power was give to scorch man with fire
Scorched with great heat
Blaspheme God, refusing to repent

Seat of the Beast
1. On the seat of the beast
2. Kingdom became full of darkness
3. Gnawed their tongues for pain

Babylon Cannot Sustain Life
1. On great river Euphrates
2. Water dried up
3. Life source of Babylon is gone
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16:17-21
3.
4.

It is Done
In the air, false spirits were destroyed
Voice out of the temple it is done
Separation of the people into 3 groups
Babylon ceased to exist

